How do we bring people together in way that
fosters belonging and creativity, and strengthens
our connection to nature?

OUR APPROACH:
We collaborated with community
members to produce a theatrical
production ... that takes place in
and amongst the magnificent
temperate rainforest.

The Rainforest Circus began with a simple concept: an audience wandering through the forest and stumbling upon
performances and art; a violinist on a tree stump or a ceramic creature dangling from the branches. We wanted to
challenge preconceptions about the forest simply being a place for recreation or a resource to be harvested. We set
out to create an artistic experience that reinforced our awe, gratitude and connection with nature.
After its first year in 2009, the circus grew exponentially,
with annual sold-out shows, each with unique themes.
Productions included aerialists in the trees, duelling drum
kits and the wildest dinner scene ever set in a forest.
In 2016, The Circus decided to break the barrier between
the professional artist and the general public and
transformed into a community-engaged arts event.
Community members were invited to become part of the
creative team - as co-writers, designers, and performers.
“We wanted the Rainforest Circus to become
more than just a show but an experience where
people came together to create, collaborate,
and connect with the natural world around them.”
- Chad Hershler, Artistic & Executive Director

Dates:

2009 to 2018

Partners:

Gabriola Arts Councils
Malcolm Island Arts Society
Sunshine Coast Arts Council
Township Community Arts Council

Nine Years of Rainforest Circus
Over the past nine years, the Rainforest Circus has
produced and showcased the following shows:

Submerged: 2016 to 2018
The Cosmos: 2015
The Underworld: 2014
Game of Chance: 2013
The Rainforest Circus: 2009 to 2011

Community engaged arts is a collaborative creative process that includes both the professional artist and
the general public. It’s goal is to encourage everyone to be creative, share their stories, and have a voice.

Submerged was a remarkable journey of community-engaged arts practice. Over three summers, professional artists
visited rural communities in British Columbia to collaborate with comunity members (including youth and children) on
the development and production of a “circus in the forest”, based on the theme of water.

Community Engagement Activity
“Collaboration is always a journey in trust because
there are a lot of unknowns. The artistic process of
Submerged revealed meaningful epiphanies: there
is an uncovering of one’s character in collaboration
that is both exhilarating and challenging.”

- Keely Sills, Aerialist

Production and Performances
Professional artists hosted creative workshops in four
rural communities as a way to recruit participants and
garner their creative input. People were asked to
reflect about the theme of water, and to share their
stories through movement, spoken-word, and visual
art. After two years of outreach, creative themes
emerged that became the framework for the narrative.
Dates:

2016 to 2018

Number of
Participants:

53 children
12 Indigenous Knowledge Carriers
9 Professional Artists
85 Community Members

During the summer of 2018, Submerged embarked on
a mini-tour presenting sold out shows on the Sunshine
Coast and Malcolm Island. Professional artist and local
community members performed together as dancers,
actors, singers, and musicians. They also collaborated
on costume and prop design.

Cosmos was a community-engaged theatrical production that took place in the forest. Professional artists, young
emerging artists and children performed for a roaming audience. For Cosmos, we took to the skies, ventured out to
the edges of the universe, and asked the audience what looms in the magnitude of space. The show featured original
music, dancers in the trees, and a playful alien stranded with his rocket ship.

Date:

2015

Participants:

5 Youth / Emerging Artists
10 Professional Artists
23 children
200 Community Members

Production and Performances

(pictures above)

During the summer of 2015, Cosmos showcased
thirteen sold-out shows (at two rural locations) on the
Sunshine Coast, BC. Professional artists collaborated
with youth and children during all stages of production,
from creation through to performance.

Community Outreach

Artists from Cosmos went on the road and engaged
with community members at several events. Over 200
people participated by creating sculptures and artwork,
writing poetry, and designing collages that evoked
their thoughts, fears, and inspirations about the
cosmos.

“Cosmos was the first show where we started
engaging with children for story ideas. It really
opened our eyes to the tremendous value of
including them in the creative process.”

- Sandy Buck, Community Engaged Arts Coord.

Creative Engagement with Children
Children were invited to a circus camp where they
explored the universe through visual art and play.
They were asked to imagine the smallest particles then
move to the largest scale at the farthest end of the
cosmos. They quickly invented a name for beyond the
cosmos and decided that it was home for the tooth
fairy and other mythical creatures. Their ideas were
used as inspiration for many parts of the show.

The Underworld explored the darkness beneath us.
As audience members moved through the forest,
they entered into another world, and came upon
sinister clowns, dark lords, a wild dinner party, aerial
lizards and a piano hung from the tree.

Production and Performances

Professional artists collaborated with youth (emerging
artists) to create and produce The Underworld, a
theatrical performance in the forest. During the
summer of 2014, the circus performed six sold-out
shows on the on the Sunshine Coast, BC.

